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PEARL SOFTWARE RELEASES BETA VERSION OF PEARL ECHO 12
Pearl Software unveils Echo Crypto.View™
Exton, PA – December 2, 2015 - Pearl Software has released a preview of its latest Employee
Internet monitoring and web filtering products with the highly anticipated release of Version 12.
Pearl’s latest offering includes the ability to safely monitor and control encrypted data transfer with
minimal overhead and without the use of complicated proxy servers or Internet traffic redirection.
Its new release also includes Echo Smart.Capture™ which reduces monitoring and storage of nonpertinent user web activity.
“We set out to be able to manage secure Internet traffic – web, e-mail, etc. – without
compromising data security in any way,” said Pearl Software CTO, Joe Field. “As in all of our
products, Pearl Echo’s monitoring and control technology works at the Internet protocol level; this
enables customers to use any Internet application they desire. In addition, our newest technology,
Echo Crypto.View™, is able to inspect and manage the content of encrypted communications while
that data is resident on the endpoint and not traversing the network.” Given the amount of data
transfer in Web 2.0 and HTML-5, Pearl Software’s latest version includes additional data
compression and optimized memory management achieving over 85% reduction in stored web
usage data.
Pearl Software’s Internet monitored and filtering products are used across multiple areas including
e-mail, web surfing, file transfers, news resource access, instant messaging and chat. Pearl
Software assists organizations with single or multiple locations as well as entities that have
roaming and mobile Internet users. The software's patented mobility technology is an ideal tool for
organizations that want their policies for Internet use to cover not only their internal network but
also to extend beyond it.
About Pearl Software
Pearl Software of Exton, Pa., was founded in 1996 and is a leader in the development of patented
Internet monitoring and web filtering software that is used by companies, government agencies,
schools, hospitals and other public and private entities around the world. Its products are designed
to provide network administrators with tools to monitor employee Internet usage and protect their
networks from internal and external threats. For additional news on Pearl Software, please visit
pearlsoftware.com.
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